Parliamentary Government in England
Its opportunities, of course, are smaller here; it cannot
forthrightly annul an Act of Parliament. But it is at least
willing to build up a kind of Fourteenth Amendment in
this country, and to use it as fully as it can to set a barrier
across the road of any social change which interferes with
individual rights of which it happens to approve. Latent
in this attitude is a potential conflict between Courts and
Parliament of which the result would be the immersion
of the judges in political controversy. They would" not
emerge unscathed from that experience.
What is the root of this attitude? Above all, I think, it
lies in three things.
(1)	Our  judges   are   recruited   from the  ranks   of
successful   lawyers;   and,  overwhelmingly,  our system
makes the successful lawyer a man who has spent the
major part of his life in serving the interests of property*
He comes, therefore, almost unconsciously,   to  accept
the   assumptions   of  the   economic   system  in   being,
and to adopt, without examination, the legal doctrines
evolved for the protection of those assumptions. When
Parliament seeks to change them, he therefore reads into
the "intent' of change a presumption that its conse-
quences must leave legal doctrine as evolved  by the
Courts as little altered as possible. Workmen's Com-
pensation, Trade Union law, and the principles of taxa-
tion are all instances of this. The attitude of the Courts to
each of them is inexplicable save by the assumption that,
in changing the Common Law, Parliament was going
outside a realm the boundaries of which needed  the
firmest protection the judges could give them,
(2)	Partly, I think, the attitude is due to the fact that the
education of the barrister (though not of the solicitor) in
this country is less an intellectual discipline than a social
function. It is significant that it has never occurred to
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